F
or a summer in the early s, I served as the backup site for the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between Canada, Mexico, and the US. Every night, one of the negotiators would give me a oppy disk containing the most recent version of the treaty, and I would return the disk from the day before. The negotiation took place on neutral ground, in the meeting rooms of a local hotel. No one had given much thought about how to protect their work. They had no central le server, no backup service, and no cloud-based storage. The legal sta felt that one copy needed to be kept o site and concluded that I was the most trustworthy person to keep that copy-or so I would like to think.
Free trade agreements, though controversial, are one of the foundations of the global economy. They are, after all, products of negotiations. Few parties are able to leave a negotiation without feeling that everyone else at the table got a better deal than they did. In addition, free trade agreements are deeply connected to information technology. This is evidenced by the International Telegraph Convention, which allowed European telegraph services to collaborate and pass messages across borders.
Eighty years later, in the same month that the US Army revealed the electronic computing machine called the ENIAC, the victorious powers of World War II announced a General Agreement on Tari s and Trade (GATT), which would become the World Trade Organization (WTO). Without computers to collect and process data, GATT would have been di cult to enforce. Without GATT, the computer industry would have expanded much more slowly.
When GATT became the WTO in , the organization announced a new trade agreement for digital technologies: the Information Trade Agreement (ITA). Initially, the ITA was accepted by countries that agreed to give one another the lowest possible tari s on telecommunications and computing equipment. Currently, countries are signatories to the ITA. These signatories recently agreed to further reductions to tari s for computing and information products and services. The rst cuts began in July . However, negotiations are never complete: economies change and force countries to reposition their industries, and technologies change and create products that can't easily t into the old agreement. NATFA was completed before the rise of the commercial Internet. It covers Internet services in a haphazard way, and the three parties have been reluctant to renegotiate the agreement to include Internet services. Once negotiations are opened for one sector, parties quickly nd themselves discussing the terms of the entire agreement. Yet, the Internet has become central to every economy on the planet. NAFTA needs to handle it in a more sophisticated way.
I
n thinking about the Internet as a trade platform, we need to consider a variety of issues that were viewed as unimportant two decades ago, including the free ow of data, protection of source code, security and privacy, data localization, and digital customs. The Trans-Paci c Partnership (TPP) dealt with these issues in a fairly e ective way (a summary of the digital trade provisions can be found at ustr.gov/sites/default/ les /Digital--Dozen-Final.pdf). In January , the Trump administration withdrew from the TPP negotiations, arguing that it isn't in America's interest to pursue the agreement. However, digital technology will continue to advance, and digital trade needs to be guided by clear and current trade agreements. We could probably improve the ITA. We almost certainly need to bring NAFTA up to date. When we do, I don't expect to be the backup site. Not this time.
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